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Kinetic processes play a crucial role in the formation and evolution of molecular layers. In this perspective we argue that
adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo is a powerful simulation technique for determining key kinetic processes in molecular solids. The
applicability of the method is demonstrated by simulating the diffusion of a CO admolecule on a water ice surface, which is an
important process for the formation of organic compounds on interstellar dust grains. CO diffusion is found to follow Arrhenius
behavior and the corresponding effective activation energy for diffusion is determined to be 50 ± 1 meV. A coarse graining
algorithm is applied which greatly enhances the efficiency of the simulations at low temperatures, down to 10 K, without altering
the underlying physical processes. Eventually, we argue that a combination of both on- and off-lattice kinetic Monte Carlo
techniques is a good way for simulating large-scale processes in molecular solids over long time spans.

1
1.1

Introduction
Molecular solids

Layers of solid molecular material, either in amorphous, crystalline or microcrystalline form, are not as rigid as one might
intuitively expect. Since the structuring and mobility in these
layers is dominated by weak interactions, bonds can easily be
broken and reformed. As such, molecular layers can play an
important role as the interface between the gas phase or solution and the bulk of the solid, probably facilitating the onset
of phase separations in mixed layers and structural changes.
An example of this effect is shown in Fig. 1. The top panel
shows lattice-gas Monte Carlo simulations of the segregation
of a binary solid mixture using a toy model. Comparison to
the segregation of a H2 O:CO2 = 1 : 1 mixture at 55 K (bottom panel) shows that a combination of bulk (interchanging
molecules) and surface (surface diffusion) processes needs to
be included to reproduce the experimentally observed trends 1 .
Mobility in molecular solids can further promote chemical
reactions by allowing reactants to meet. Restructuring will
occur once the product has formed, where the excess energy
can be applied in accommodating the local environment for
the newly-formed molecule. These restructuring processes are
central to many fields and environments, e.g., ice layers on
dust particles in the atmosphere and enantiomer separation 2 .
In all cases, understanding the restructuring mechanism will
shed light on the nature of the entire system 3 . In atmospheric
chemistry it is well recognized that small aerosol particles and
a
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ice crystals are involved as catalysts in the conversion of many
molecules. Understanding these reactions is crucial to gain
insight into greenhouse-gas chemistry 4 .
In the present paper, we focus specifically on the formation
and evolution of interstellar ices, which is important for questions dealing with star and planet formation and ultimately
with the origin of life, specifically concerning the delivery of
molecules — like H2 O, CO2 and organic molecules — to habitable planets. Molecules that are present in ices on dust particles can become trapped during accretion from dust to planet,
or may be transported by comets to existing planets. In either
case, interstellar ices are at the origin of the mechanism 5,6 .
It is the physics and chemistry of interstellar ices which determines the particular molecular species that will be trapped
in ices during star and planet formation and can therefore be
delivered to planets.
1.2

Interstellar ices

The interstellar medium is far from empty, rather it contains
large molecular clouds consisting of dust grains and gas. It
is in these clouds that new stars form — possibly with habitable planets — with molecules playing a crucial role 7,8 .
Some of the ice species accrete from the gas phase, but —
as astrochemists have only just started to realize — many
of the simple important molecules such as H2 and H2 O but
also the more complex organic molecules are not predominantly formed in the gas phase, but rather on the grain surfaces themselves. Generally speaking, gas phase chemistry
leads to more unsaturated molecules as compared to grain
surface chemistry 9 . The main components of the ice mantle
are H2 O, CO and CO2 , but more complex molecules may also
be present 10,11 . A schematic representation of an interstellar
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a dust grain with ice mantle.
Adsorbents on the surface and in pores can react with each other.
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Fig. 1 Monte Carlo simulations of ice segregation using a toy model
(top panel). A combination of bulk (interchanging molecules) and
surface (surface diffusion) processes needs to be included to
reproduce the experimentally observed segregation in a
H2 O:CO2 1 : 1 mixture at 55 K (bottom panel). Results published in
Ref. 1 .

dust grain is shown in Fig. 2.
Most of our current knowledge on interstellar ices springs
from a combination of infrared observations and laboratory
experiments. The line profiles of infrared observations of ices
give information in terms of mixtures and structure. Different
local molecular environments lead to line broadening and/or
peak shifting. In a recent article we showed that CO is most
likely mixed with CH3 OH and not with H2 O in interstellar ices
near Young Stellar Objects 12 . This information was obtained
by comparing laboratory and observational infrared spectra
and the findings have implications for the possible environments in which H2 O and CH3 OH are formed in space. In a
similar way, segregation of CO2 from H2 O has been observed
near young stars 13 . This observed segregation could be used
as a tracer for environment temperature or age of the object
once we understand the microscopic phenomena of the process and we can make predictions about the timescales and
temperatures at which this occurs.
The realization that grain surface chemistry plays an important role in the interstellar medium has opened a new, mostly
unexplored, research field. Questions that have been answered already for decades for gas phase chemistry are
just recently being addressed for grain surface chemistry.
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Many modelers have begun to include grain-surface processes
in their models to describe chemical evolution during, for instance, star formation 7,14–16 . The problem is, however, that
many of the input parameters for surface chemistry are highly
uncertain or simply unknown. Moreover, the correct formalism itself is debated 17,18 . Before we can make accurate predictions on the molecules that could form on these interstellar
ices, we must gain an understanding of the processes that bring
the reactants together in these icy layers.
Most of the current astrochemical gas-grain models use rate
equation treatments to simulate grain chemistry 8,19–21 . One of
the intrinsic characteristics of this mean-field method is that
the actual structure of the ice and the exact location of all
species are not included. Recent computational and experimental studies of the formation of H2 O and CH3 OH 22,23 indisputably showed that the structure of the ice is central to the
reactivities and lifetimes of molecules in the ice. Attempts are
underway to increase the amount of detail in the current models, 24 ; however, as long as we lack an understanding of the
processes that control the formation of icy mantles, the introduction of more complex expressions will not necessarily lead
to a more accurate description. Several studies 18,23,25 have
shown that as soon as one leaves the submonolayer regime,
i.e., once ice layers start to build up, the chemistry becomes
much more complex and less intuitive.
In the present paper we will move beyond rate equations
and will show how state-of-the-art physico-chemical techniques can cover large timescales while treating the system
with atomistic detail.
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Fig. 3 Overview of several different simulation methods and their
applicability.

1.3

Simulation methods

The fundamental difficulty in modeling interstellar ices is that
they are essentially rare-event systems, mainly due to the low
temperatures. Molecular movement on picosecond timescales
leads to larger structural changes which occur only after hours,
or even years. This implies a timescale range of roughly 20 orders of magnitude, far beyond the reach of traditional molecular dynamics. We can however tackle this problem using a
combination of Monte Carlo simulation techniques.
As Fig. 3 shows, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) techniques
are able to cover a wide range of complexity and timescales.
KMC is a specific type of Monte Carlo technique which differs
from ordinary Metropolis Monte Carlo mainly by its ability to
trace the passing of time. This does, however, require the use
of transition rates instead of just probabilities for new configurations to be accepted. The time increment in an iteration in
a KMC simulation is given by
∆t = −

ln x
,
∑i ki

(1)

where x ∈ (0, 1] is a random number, ki is the transition rate
of process i and the sum runs over all processes which are accessible from the current state of the system. Because of this
sum, all possible processes in a given cycle of the simulation
need to be known before it can be executed. These processes
are stored in the so-called table of events (TOE). In contrast,
an iteration in the Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm only involves the energy difference between a pair of configurations,
without any reference to rates of transitions.
Two types of KMC are distinguished in Fig. 3: on-lattice
and off-lattice KMC. A clear advantage of an on-lattice model
is that one can work with a predefined TOE. Since the
molecules are confined to a lattice, only a limited number of

events are possible, for which the rates can be determined at
the start of the simulation. For our purpose however, this is
also a drawback. Since we want to simulate amorphous systems, making guesses about the possible events is far from
straightforward and it is easy to miss important mechanisms.
As we will show in Section 3, even well-defined crystalline
systems can exhibit unexpected processes. Another disadvantage of having the molecules at fixed sites is that most
molecular detail is lost and the use of realistic potentials is not
straightforward; although this can be circumvented in crystalline molecular solids by calculating a crystal graph 26 .
The other type of KMC, off-lattice KMC, does not restrict
the molecules to predefined lattice sites. This allows for realistic potentials to be used and gives access to the full molecular geometry. However, one cannot use a predefined TOE
since it is impossible to determine all possible transitions that
the system could experience throughout the simulation beforehand. A solution to this problem is provided in adaptive
kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) 27–29 . In this off-lattice KMC
technique, the TOE is constructed on the fly and only the processes leading out of the current state of the system are considered. Here, a state is defined as a local minimum on the
potential energy surface (PES). This is another contrast with
Metropolis Monte Carlo, where trial moves do not necessarily
represent local minima on the PES. In AKMC, the processes
in the TOE are determined by performing a large number of
saddle point searches to construct a transition state dividing
surface which separates the current state from its neighbors.
These searches are carried out using the minimum mode following algorithm 30 . The particular implementation of AKMC
we use in this paper, EON 28,31 , can distribute the searches
over a large number of different, and possibly remote, machines to speed up the simulation. Using harmonic transition
state theory 32 , the rates for crossing the transition states are
calculated and these are then used to populate the TOE. Once
the table is considered complete, a process is selected according to its relative rate using a random number and the time is
advanced according to Eq. (1). The saddle point search procedure then starts over in the new state. If the system revisits
a state, the TOE that has been constructed in a previous visit
can be reused. In this way, the simulation becomes less CPU
demanding when more states have been visited or when additional simulations, with different conditions (temperature,
random seed), need to be carried out. The simulations can
be accelerated further by applying a coarse graining method
as is discussed in Section 3.2. A drawback of the AKMC
method compared to on-lattice models is that it is computationally rather expensive (due to the saddle point searches)
which limits the size of the systems it can treat.
In our approach, we will use both off-lattice AKMC and onlattice KMC to bridge the timescale gap between the picosecond individual molecular movements and the, much slower,
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timescale for restructuring effects. The AKMC method is particularly useful for simulating complex, rare-event systems,
where the kinetic molecular processes are often non-intuitive.
On-lattice KMC, on the other hand, has proved its worth when
simulating large systems over long timescales 18,25,33,34 ; but
the TOE needs to be determined beforehand. Our strategy is
therefore to use AKMC for determining which typical kind of
processes form the crucial transition steps and then translate
this data into an on-lattice model. This approach should be
able to really mimic laboratory experiments accurately, covering hours of simulation time.
Since on-lattice KMC has been used for the simulation of
mixed icy layers before, we will focus on the application of
AKMC to molecular systems in the remainder of this paper.

2

Potentials

All interactions in the system are described by classical pair
potentials. Molecules are treated as fully flexible, with intramolecular forcefields restraining bond lengths and angles.
Since our system contains multiple H2 O, and a single CO
molecule, we need two forcefields. One for H2 O-H2 O, and
another for the H2 O-CO interactions.
Interactions between water molecules are described by the
TIP4P/Ice potential 37 which has been specifically fitted to reproduce properties of the solid phases of H2 O. Intramolecular interactions within the water molecules are treated by the
quartic potential proposed by Carney et al. 38 (CCL).
The H2 O-CO potential was fitted to CCSD(T) (aug-ccpVTZ, BSSE corrected) calculations of the two-molecule
complex. For reasons of consistency and computational efficiency, the charges on the H2 O molecules are identical to
4|

where q0i is the charge in equilibrium configuration, rCO is
0 is the equilibrium bond
the instantaneous bond length and rCO
length. The third charge is such that the molecule has zero
charge. This model was proposed in order to reproduce the
dipole and quadrupole moments from CI (aug-cc-pVTZ) calculations 39 . In addition to the electrostatics, a Buckingham
potential is applied to each atomic intermolecular pair:
UBuckingham (r) = A exp (−Br) −

AKMC method for molecular systems

Adaptive kinetic Monte Carlo has been demonstrated to work
efficiently for atomic systems 27,35,36 . For the simulation of
interstellar ices however, we need to progress to molecular
solids. Here, the main complication arises due to the presence
of both strong intramolecular forces and much weaker intermolecular forces. As a consequence, the PES becomes much
complex than that of an atomic system. This makes it harder
to locate saddle points using the minimum mode following algorithm since the lowest energy eigenvector will vary rapidly
with only small variations in the atomic coordinates.
To demonstrate the suitability of the AKMC method for
long timescale simulation of molecular solids, we apply it here
to a system consisting of an ice Ih (0001) substrate with a single
CO admolecule. The paths generated for the CO molecule are
used to compute surface diffusion constants at astronomically
relevant temperatures reaching down to 10 K. All simulations
were performed using the EON 28,31 software package.
2.1

the TIP4P/Ice charges. CO molecules are modeled with three
charged sites, one on each atom and a third one on the center
of mass. The charges on the atoms depend on the bond length
in the molecule through the relation:


0
(i = C,O),
(2)
qi = q0i exp −σi rCO − rCO

1–10

C
.
r6

(3)

Intramolecular interactions within each CO molecule are described by a Morse potential:


 2
0
UMorse (rCO ) = De 1 − exp γ rCO − rCO
.

(4)

0 , which agree to within
Experimental values of De and rCO
0.1% with CCSD(T) (aug-cc-pVQZ) calculations, were
used for this potential 40–42 The parameter γ was then fitted to reproduce the bond length dependence from the
ab-initio calculations 39 . The values of all parameters of the
H2 O-CO potential are listed in Table 1.
All interactions are switched off between 9 and 10 Å (center of mass distance between a pair of molecules) using the
function f (x) = (2x − 3)x2 + 1 with x ∈ (0, 1). Ewald summation is not applied for the calculation of long range electrostatics. One argument for this is that during the saddle point
searches, significant motion of atoms is confined to a finite region around the admolecule, and changes in energy will therefore be dominated by short-range electrostatics. Furthermore,
the restriction to (effective) pair potentials and the ignored polarizability is likely to have a more severe effect on the energy
barriers than the less accurate treatment of the Coulombic interactions.

2.2

Simulation details

To initialize a saddle point search, the system is slightly displaced from its current configuration in a minimum of the
PES. It is known for atomic systems that a Gaussian displacement of atoms in the region of interest yields the highest efficiency in finding the low-lying saddle points leading out of
the initial basin in the PES 43 . In our simulations however,
molecules are displaced instead of atoms. This is done by
a translation of the molecule along the three Euclidean axes,
followed by a rotation about each axis. Magnitudes of the

Table 1 Parameters for the H2 O-CO potential

Interaction
O-C
O-O
H-C
H-O
0
rCO
q0C
q0O

H2 O-CO Buckingham parameters
A (eV)
B (Å−1 )
427.9
2.725
6.867 ×107
8.022
667.2
4.506
537.7
4.551
CO intramolecular parameters
1.128 Å
σC
-0.470 e
σO
-0.615 e
De
γ

C (eVÅ6 )
70.38
1.890
1.942
1.290 ×10−3
3.844 Å−1
2.132 Å−1
11.23 eV
2.328 Å−1

displacements and angles of rotation are drawn from Gaussian distributions with predefined standard deviation. This approach ensures that the internal geometry of the molecules remains unchanged.
The initial displacement starts with the selection of a
molecule of interest: the admolecule. Next, a choice is made
between a single molecule displacement (40% probability)
and a multiple-molecule displacement of all molecules which
have at least one atom within a 4 Å radius any atom of the admolecule (60% probability). In the case of a single molecule
displacement, the standard deviation is 0.6 Å for displacements and 0.5 radians for rotations. For multiple-molecule
displacements, these standard deviations are 0.3 Å and 0.4
radians, respectively.
The saddle point searches are conducted using the minimum mode following method 30 , using the Lanczos algorithm
to estimate the lowest eigenvector of the Hessian 44 . Despite
the presence of both intra- and intermolecular forces, tests
show that the saddle point searches have a success rate of approximately 60% in finding a saddle point, which shows that
the algorithm is rather robust and can be applied to molecular systems. The system is considered to be converged on
a saddle point when the Hessian has one negative eigenvalue
and the force on any atom is below 10−3 eV/Å. Minima in the
PES are converged to a stricter value of 10−4 eV/Å. Any processes with energy barriers more than 30kT above the lowest
barrier from the state are not included in the TOE since these
are unlikely to be chosen.
An advantage of KMC simulations is that, once the TOE
is known for a specific temperature, it is simple to simulate
other temperatures. Since the process barriers and prefactors
are temperature independent, one can simply recalculate the
rates for a new temperature using the harmonic transition state
theory expression 32 :
k = ν exp (−Eb /kT ),

(5)

where ν is the process prefactor and Eb the energy barrier. By
performing an AKMC simulation at the highest temperature

of interest first, it is then — with the already completed TOE
— straightforward to perform additional runs at lower temperatures.
The ice Ih substrate contains 360 water molecules arranged
in three bilayers. The initial hydrogen bond network is generated using the method of Buch et al. 45 . It has a negligible
dipole moment with periodic boundary conditions applied in
all three dimensions. Next, all atomic coordinates are relaxed
and the molecules in the bottom bilayer are frozen to mimic
bulk ice. The periodic boundary condition along the c-axis is
then removed to create a surface. The CO admolecule is then
added on the surface and all free coordinates are relaxed again.
With this method, we generated three samples with different
proton ordering, which we refer to as samples 1, 2, and 3.
The KMC trajectories give the position of the CO admolecule, r , on the surface as a function of time. This allows
us to extract the diffusion constants, D, using the EinsteinSmoluchowski equation for two-dimensional diffusion:
D = lim

t→∞

3
3.1

1
h|rr (0) − r (t)|2 i.
4t

(6)

Results
Binding energies and process barriers

The PESs of the three samples were explored by performing
AKMC simulations at T = 50 K. We found 100, 97 and 97
states for samples 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The processes in
the TOEs only involve significant translation and rotation of
the CO admolecule. This is because the temperature is too
low to allow for reorientations of water molecules in the substrate, for which energy barriers are at least 200 meV (about
2300 K). As a result, the states which are found remain limited in number and form a closed system at any temperature
below T = 50 K. By a closed system we mean a system with
a TOE which, regardless of the initial state, does not enter a
new state even after taking an arbitrarily large number of KMC
steps. This allows for long KMC runs without having to perform additional saddle point searches, because no new states
are discovered.
The binding sites on sample 2 are shown in the left panel of
Fig. 4. Even though the oxygen atoms in the substrate form
a crystal lattice, large differences in admolecule orientation
between the unit cells in the substrate can be seen. These differences are due to the proton disorder in the ice. This already
shows the importance of having an unbiased method to find
minima on the PES.
Typically, the admolecule is either at the center of a
hexagon, or on top of one of the water molecules in the lower
half of the upper half bilayer of the sample. The orientation
of the CO molecule is mainly determined by the configuration
1–10 | 5

Fig. 4 Left panel) illustration of all the binding sites of the CO admolecule on ice Ih substrate 2. Configurations of the same color belong to
the same coarse grained composite state. The maximum size of these composite states was limited to 5 in this case. 95 Of the 97 states were
coarse grained, the remaining two configurations are circled in red; the admolecule has a perpendicular orientation w.r.t. the surface in both
cases. Right panel) binding energy of the CO admolecule on the surface of substrate 2. Only the energies of the minima have been included,
the saddle points have been left out. The black dots denote the positions of the oxygen atoms in the upper half bilayer of the substrate. The
black lines show part of a typical trajectory of the admolecule as it diffuses over the substrate by hopping from state to state. The start and end
states of this trajectory are indicated in the figure.

of nearest neighbor dangling protons pointing out of the surface, which can be 0, 1, 2 or 3 in number. The orientation is
parallel to the surface if there is at least one nearest neighbor
dangling proton. Without a dangling proton in the vicinity, the
binding site at the center of a hexagon was found to yield a
standing CO molecule, having its orientation parallel to the caxis in the substrate. Two such configurations were found on
sample 2 and have been marked by red circles in Fig. 4. These
counterintuitive configurations again stress the importance of
having an unbiased algorithm to explore the PES. A similar
variety in binding has been observed in simulations of H2 O
admolecule diffusion on the ice Ih (0001) surface 46 .
Another noteworthy feature of Fig. 4 is that there are many
pairs of states in which the position of the CO molecule is
almost identical, but its orientation is different by about 180
degrees. These states are connected to each other by processes
which flip the molecule. These processes have relatively high
energy barriers (60 meV on average) while the configurational
energies of the states differ on average by only 5 meV.
Besides the admolecule orientation, also the binding energies are strongly influenced by the proton disorder in the substrate, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 4. This figure
shows the binding energy of the CO molecule in the states
on the surface of sample 2, interpolated to a color map. The
anisotropy of the PES is a clear demonstration of the large in6|
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fluence of proton disorder on the binding energy. Naturally,
the energies of the saddle points in between the binding sites,
and the corresponding energy barriers, also show a large variation. This appears in the histogram of energy barriers in
Fig. 5. Energy barriers for CO diffusion are roughly found
to be between 0 and 75 meV, with a few processes which have
higher barriers. The time-averaged binding energy, averaged
over KMC runs on each of the three substrates at T = 50 K
is 154 ± 4 meV. This value is higher than the experimental
value of 115 meV for the adsorption energy of CO at submonolayer coverage on crystalline water ice, which was determined by temperature programmed desorption 47 . A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the model charges
on the H2 O molecules do not change with the internal geometry of the molecule. With the CCL intramolecular potential, this leads to an increased dipole moment of the water molecules which, in turn, leads to stronger binding energies of the CO admolecule. An additional effect may be
that the dipole moments of the water molecules at the surface can vary significantly depending on the local arrangement, as was observed in recent DFT calculations 48 . Because the Tip4p/Ice potential was designed to reproduce
bulk properties, the resulting effect on the binding energy
is not taken into account. Both effects however, are present
at both the potential energy minima and the saddle points,
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Fig. 5 Distribution of process energy barriers for CO diffusion on
hexagonal ice. The highest, red, bars represent all processes in the
table of events, irrespective of whether or not the barrier is ever
crossed during a KMC run. The other bars show the barriers which
are crossed during a KMC simulation at the specified temperature.
The vertical black line shows the effective diffusion barrier of 49.4
meV. Energy barriers from all three substrates were included in the
data for this figure.

the height of the process barriers, and thereby the diffusion rate, remains unaffected. In summary, we expect the
largest error to be on the desorption energy due to the use
of a simple bulk potential and only to a lesser extent to the
diffusion barriers. The calculated binding energies are significantly larger than the diffusion barriers. This implies that
thermal desorption will occur on a much longer timescale than
surface diffusion. Consequently, it is no problem that desorption processes are absent in our TOEs § .
3.2

Coarse graining

A common problem in KMC simulations occurs when transition rates in the TOE vary significantly. In this situation,
the simulation may become stuck, crossing low barriers over
and over again. To avoid spending CPU cycles on simulating this uninteresting behavior, a coarse graining (CG) algorithm 49 can be applied, which merges states connected by low
barriers into composite states.
In our systems, the broad distribution of the energy barriers
(see Fig. 5) leads to transition rates which vary over many or§ It turns out that the minimum mode following method does not let the admolecule climb up from the surface during the saddle point searches. Even
though it is, in principle, possible to find a saddle point which lets the admolecule desorb, it is unlikely that the system will relax back from the transition state to the exact reactant state where the saddle point search started
(which is required for a successful saddle point search). It should be noted
though that it is straightforward to include desorption in the TOEs by hand,
should one want to.
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Fig. 6 Speed-up of KMC simulations obtained through coarse
graining as a function of temperature. Speed-up is defined as the
factor by which the simulated time increases with respect to a
simulation without coarse graining. The inset shows the mean
squared displacement (MSD) of the CO admolecule determined
from a 2 × 107 iteration KMC simulation with and without coarse
graining.

ders of magnitude, especially at low temperatures. This was
the motivation for applying the CG algorithm, which is implemented in the EON code. For our purpose, however, we
used the algorithm in a slightly modified form. Since we are
interested in the position of the admolecule as the simulation
progresses, we cannot allow the composite states to become
arbitrarily large since this would eventually remove all spatial resolution. We therefore impose a limit on the maximum
number of states inside a composite state. To ensure that the
application of the CG algorithm does not change the physical
properties of the system we will show later that the behavior
of the mean squared displacement, as a function of time is the
same with and without coarse graining.
To analyze the efficiency of the CG algorithm we calculate the speed-up factor. This factor is shown in Fig. 6, as
a function of temperature and for different maximum size of
the composite states. The speed-up is defined as the factor
by which the simulated time in a KMC run increases with respect to a simulation without the CG algorithm. It naturally
depends on the temperature and on the maximum allowed size
of the composite states. Temperature determines the rates in
the TOE through equation (5) and thereby also the relative
probability of a process being picked by the KMC routine.
The maximum size of the composite states effectively limits
the lowest energy barrier in the system, which, in turn, determines the state with the lowest lifetime. At lower tempera1–10 | 7

tures, the effect of the CG algorithm becomes quite dramatic
indeed. For example, at 10 K, a KMC simulation on sample 3
had simulated 1.2 × 109 s and visited 15 of the 97 states after
2 × 107 iterations. With the coarse graining algorithm applied,
the simulated time increased by eight orders of magnitude to
2.3 × 1017 s (comparable to the lifetime of the universe), after which 92 states were visited. Another factor which affects
the speed-up is the way in which the states are merged into
composite states. Depending on the initial random seed of the
simulation, different states will be grouped together and some
arrangements are more efficient than others. As an example,
the color coding in Fig. 4 shows a particular choice of composite states on substrate 2.
The time scales reached with the CG algorithm are huge
at low temperatures, even for an interstellar molecular cloud.
However, the diffusion constant extracted from the admolecule trajectory is still realistic. As is shown in the inset
of Fig. 6, the mean squared displacement of the admolecule
as a function of time does indeed not change when the CG
algorithm is applied.
T (K)

Diffusion constant (cm2/s)
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Fig. 7 Arrhenius plot of the diffusion constants of the CO
admolecule on the surface of the three substrates. The lines show the
best fit of an Arrhenius type function through the data points. The
nearly equivalent slopes of the curve show that the effective
diffusion barrier is similar on all three samples.

3.3

Table 2 Effective diffusion energy barrier and pre-exponential factor
D0 for CO diffusion on the three difference ice Ih substrates

Diffusion constants

The surface diffusion constants of the CO admolecule were
calculated from the mean squared displacements in the KMC
trajectories at different temperatures using Eq. (6). In all simulations, the CG algorithm was applied with a maximum composite state size of 10. At temperatures of 15 K and higher,
8|

the admolecule trajectories were found to be sufficiently long
to extract a diffusion constant for all three samples. Despite
the CG algorithm, suitable trajectories at 12.5 K could only be
obtained on substrates 1 and 3, and at 10 K only for substrate
3. From this we can infer that long, surface-crossing paths,
which are accessible at low temperatures, are found most easily on sample 3, whereas these kind of paths are harder to find
on samples 1 and 2.
The resulting diffusion constants are shown in Fig. 7. An
Arrhenius type behavior is observed, with only slight differences between the three samples. The corresponding energy
barriers and pre-exponential factors were extracted from this
data and are listed in Table 2. The activation energy for diffusion is similar for the three samples. It can be interpreted as an
effective diffusion barrier on the substrate, i.e., it is the highest
barrier the admolecule has to cross along the minimum energy
path across the surface. The average effective energy barrier is
also shown in Fig. 5, together with the energy barriers which
are crossed at 50, 25 and 10 K. The effective barrier is just at
the end of the range of barriers which are still accessible at
T = 10 K. The variation in the pre-exponential factor, D0 , is
larger. On a perfectly periodic surface, this quantity depends
on the process prefactor, the number of processes from each
state and the hopping distance. In our case, the differences
are likely related to the pattern of dangling protons on the surface. Since the dangling protons largely determine the binding
energies and height of process barriers they dictate which lowenergy paths the admolecule can take across the surface. As
we argued earlier, such paths are most easily found on substrate 3. It is therefore not surprising that the pre-exponential
factor is largest in this sample, since the admolecule can move
about most easily.
The calculations presented here have assumed the atoms
can be described as classical particles. At low temperatures
however, tunneling will become the dominant transition mechanism. The AKMC simulation approach can include tunneling as a possible mechanism. From the imaginary frequency
of the unstable mode at each saddle point, an estimate of the
crossover temperature, Tc , for tunneling can be estimated 50 ,
and if the temperature of interest is lower than this value, the
saddle point search can be refined to include quantum mechanical effects (to converge on so-called instantons). The transition rate is then evaluated from a harmonic quantum TST

1–10

Substrate
1
2
3

Barrier (meV)
48.6 ± 0.6
49.5 ± 0.2
50.3 ± 0.6

D0 (cm2 s−1 )
(4.08 ± 1.36) × 10−2
(2.76 ± 0.42) × 10−2
(7.94 ± 1.80) × 10−2

rather than a classical harmonic TST 51,52 . In our simulations
the average Tc was found to be 6 ± 5 K, which justifies the use
of the classical approximation.

4

Conclusions

The modeling of interstellar ices still poses a formidable challenge for modern-day simulation techniques. Kinetic Monte
Carlo techniques are a powerful tool to study these complex systems over long time spans. In this paper we proposed a particular approach which combines both on- and offlattice KMC simulations. Whereas off-lattice KMC simulations have demonstrated their use before, off-lattice adaptive
Kinetic Monte Carlo has not been used for the simulation of
molecular systems before. We have demonstrated the potential power of AKMC simulations by performing calculations
on a system of a CO admolecule on an hexagonal ice surface. Despite the presence of strong intramolecular forces, the
minimum-mode following algorithm was able to locate saddle points on the PES of the system efficiently to populate the
TOE needed for the KMC simulation.
Due to the proton disorder in the ice substrate, the binding
sites of the admolecule were found to show a large variation in
both energy and configuration. This shows that, even for this
relatively simple system, it is hard to construct a TOE without having an unbiased search algorithm. From the TOE we
could extract information such as the average binding energy
and the height and spread of diffusion energy barriers. Also,
typical processes which can occur in the system, like a flip of
the CO molecule, could be characterized. These are all examples of the kind information one would need beforehand when
constructing a TOE for performing on-lattice KMC simulation of the same system. This illustrates why the combination
of off-lattice AKMC and on-lattice KMC is a potentially very
useful simulation technique. When combining the two techniques however, one has to be careful when translating the
detailed AKMC data into a lattice model. For nearly crystalline system, as presented in this paper, one should make
sure the lattice structure represents the crystal structure
as much as possible. In this case one would ideally use an
hexagonal lattice structure with two sites per lattice point
to reproduce the binding sites at the center of a hexagon
and those on top of a water molecule. When dealing with
amorphous systems, one should choose a lattice which reproduces the average number of nearest neighbors correctly and make sure that the processes and their rates are
dependent on the environment (number, kind and possibly
orientation of neighbors).
Through the application of a coarse graining algorithm
we have shown that the timescales accessible by AKMC
can be greatly enhanced without changing the physical properties of the system. This is especially important at low

temperatures, where the interesting dynamics takes places
on the longest timescales. From the KMC trajectories we
have extracted the diffusion coefficient for CO on hexagonal
ice. From the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients, the effective diffusion barrier was determined to be
50 ± 1 meV. The effect of proton disorder of the ice substrate
becomes particularly noticeable at temperatures below 15 K;
in this situation the admolecule can get trapped in certain regions of the surface making large scale movement of the admolecule impossible.
The main conclusion from this work is that we have shown
that AKMC is a promising technique to study kinetic processes in complex molecular systems like interstellar ices. Its
unbiased saddle point searches, combined with realistic potential energy functions, allow for the identification of transition
mechanisms which one cannot guess beforehand based on intuition alone. This unbiased approach is really the power of
AKMC since it gives detailed chemical insight about which
kinetic processes are crucial in the dynamical evolution of
the ices. However, for the simulation of bulk processes in
amorphous ices, the AKMC method is still too expensive to
cover astronomically relevant timescales of large systems. We
therefore believe that using the detailed chemical knowledge,
obtainable from AKMC, as input for coarser on-lattice KMC
simulations will be a major step forward in understanding the
structure and dynamics of interstellar ices.
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